
TIMELESSNESS AND UNIVERSALITY OF LITERATURE

Literature is timeless because as long as people have settled down to write, certain aspects of our humanity have been
universal. There is.

Now i totally may not agree with the my own writing. So, my own line seems to me misleading. By reading
literature one can master this discipline or say get necessary information of it by product. Esther Lombardi is a
veteran journalist who has written about literature, education, and technology. Literature is imaginative
writing. Just as architecture is the art form that arises out of the human ability to create buildings, literature is
the art form that arises out of the human ability to create language. He is naturally gifted to create the world
which has power to move and transform the reader. If we dont use it then what is the use of it because we will
repeat the same mistake made by previous one. While taking admission at Dept. He can perceive from life
experiences what common man cannot see at all. Still, whatever definition we try to give literature will remain
incomplete because its exactly like blind men defining Elephant, by touching it. I want to define Literature,
but while doing this i remember lines of Derrida that is it possible to define anything once and for all?? So
books, literature like history indicates us towards the error of judgement made by fictional characters.
Literature is made up of various genres like plays, novels, poems, short stories and essays. Continue Reading.
It is an expression of life, truth, and beauty. Great works of literature touch readers to their very core beings,
partly because they integrate themes that are understood by readers from a wide range of backgrounds and
levels of experience. You can study a classic and discover influences from other writers and other great works
of literature. While looking from various point of view, one angle leads me to think literature as marginalized
history. Jakyll and Mr. By covering themes universal to the human condition and doing so in a way that stands
the test of time, classics remain relevant. But it is much more than written words. So we learn through fictional
characters. Classics likely also have study guides that can assist learners in their basic understanding of the
text, such as by explaining dated terms and references and providing study questions. What is literature? The
work is usually considered to be a representation of the period in which it was written, and the work merits
lasting recognition. They have vision to look beyond what other dont see. Ornamental language is
characteristic of literature but it does not mean that simple language doesnt make good literature. Humanity
has progressed a lot. This traumatic experience which is religated by history is captured by literature. It gives
boundless aesthetic delight. Creative writer has artistic sensibility. Literary techniques used by writers makes
it perfect. To introduce younger readers to the classics, use graphic novel versions, editions simplified for
younger readers, or movie adaptations. A classic stands the test of time. Or at what extent can we define
something? There is also general agreement that literature foregrounds language, and uses it in artistic ways.
Literature is beautiful amalgamation of Imagination and Experience Realism. Literature is mirror or
photographic image of society. The quality enables the work's ability to communicate to multiple age groups
and through time. Updated January 13, The definition of a classic piece of literature can be a hotly debated
topic. While younger students may find them less accessible, older students and adults can be enlightened by
reading them as part of a formal study, book club, or ongoing reading. Themes of love, hate, death, life, and
faith touch upon some of our most basic emotional responses. His literary world is more beautiful and artistic
than real world. In other words, if the book was published in the recent past, the work is not a classic.


